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Libertas One
54' (16.46m)   2020   Sichterman   Libertas
Fort Lauderdale  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Sichterman
Engines: 2 Volvo Hull Material: Aluminum
Engine Model: IPS 950 Cruise Speed: 32
Engine HP: 725 Max Speed: 38
Beam: 15' 6" Cabins/Heads: 1 / 1
Max Draft: 3' 0" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 143 G (541.31 L) Fuel: 810 G (3066.18 L)

$1,599,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Cruisers
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2020
Beam: 15'6'' (4.72m)
Max Draft: 3' (0.91m)
LOA: 54' (16.46m)
Cabins: 1
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 38 Cruise Speed: 32
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Aluminum

Fuel Tank: 810 gal (3066.18 liters)
Fresh Water: 143 gal (541.31 liters)
Holding Tank: 48 gal (181.7 liters)
HIN/IMO: 000000000

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Volvo
IPS 950
Inboard
725HP
540.63KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 850

Engine 2
Volvo
IPS 950
Inboard
725HP
540.63KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 850
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Summary/Description

LIBERTAS ONE is a demonstration yacht built with all premium options like the very efficient Seakeeper stabilizer.

LIBERTAS ONE is a Sichterman Libertas 15m built in the Netherlands and designed by Cor D Rover. She is a full
aluminum yacht born because of the dream of a very experienced yacht owner and under the engineering of the famous
Van Oossanen architect who developed the specific “Fast Planning Hull Design”. Because of this hull and her Volvo IPS
950 engines, LIBERTAS ONE can reach the maximum speed of 38 kn and can cruise easily at 32 kn in extreme comfort
and with low fuel consumptions. LIBERTAS ONE is a demonstration yacht built with all premium options like the very
efficient Seakeeper stabilizer. On top of that, LIBERTAS ONE is sold with one year free “Sichterman Care Program,” an
advanced management software, “Deep Blue,” which is a personal assistant 24/7.

Key Features: 

Bow thruster

Seakeeper Stabilizer model 9

Aluminum Hull

Easy to preview in Fort Lauderdale

Vessel Walkthrough

ABOUT LIBERTAS 15M:

The honoring of the goddess of liberty began over 2000 years ago in ancient Rome. To the Romans, liberty meant
freedom of action, independence and personal freedom, among other things. Values that are still a vital part of everyday
life. The Sichterman Libertas incorporates all of these elements.

The word that best describes the Libertas is versatile. This neat vessel serves multiple purposes. It is equipped with
everything needed for a delightful day out on the water, to explore long stretches of coast at high speed, but is also a
perfect and trustworthy tender that takes its owners to and from harbors when they have the desire to set foot on land.
Everything on board the Libertas is designed to enhance pleasure and comfort. 

Whether it is the joystick steering option that makes the yacht easy and fun to navigate, the on-board air compressor to
inflate toys and equipment, or the private space to freshen up below deck before going on land.

Every detail is designed with a purpose, making the Libertas able to accommodate everything one could wish for. Being
able to do so, this all-around functional companion gives its owners the ultimate freedom of choice. The Romans would
be proud. 
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The signature of Cor D. Rover is written clearly on the Libertas, as well as on other Sichterman yachts. The unique design
isn’t only easy on the eyes but serves a purpose as well. It’s functional, safe and brings a smile to every passenger’s
face.

The simplicity and effectiveness of the design of the Libertas are the result of hundreds of years of sailing yacht history. 

The Libertas’s relatively wide, round bilge hull is optimized for a broad speed range. It equals the hard-chine planning
hull forms which are most commonly built in this size range in terms of speed, but with a much more economical and
comfortable low-speed operation.

ACCOMMODATIONS:

  Main deck

•Pilot and copilot seat at port

•Copilot seat at starboard

•“L” sofa with table at port

•Sofa at starboard

•Bimini (two parts)

•Roll bar with LED lights

•Sun pads on top of water toys garage

•Furniture with sink and fridge

•Sun pads at the bow

  Lower Deck

•Double bed at port

•Galley with fridge, sink and fridge at starboard

•Bathroom with sink and shower

•Open space with 3 sofas and 2 tables at the bow

•Wine cellar

•Storage
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NAVIGATION:

•GPS – radar: Raymarine with touch screen

•Autopilot: Raymarine

•Sounder – Loch: Raymarine

•Trim: Humphree Interceptors

•Engine controls & monitor: Volvo

AUDIO & VIDEO:

•Sonos sound system

•Two speakers on the main and lower deck

•This system connects with the Wi-Fi network and is remote controlled by smartphone

•Cradlepoint internet wifi router and amplifiers (work up to 20 nautical miles off shore) with 4G network

DECK EQUIPMENT:

•Fenders: 6

•Hydraulic gangway

•Swimming ladder

•Hydraulic opening hangar for water toys

•Deck shower

•Furniture with grill and sink in cockpit

•Teck on cockpit, bathing platform and catwalk

•External sun pads

•Stainless steel Bruce anchor + 40m chain (10mm)

•Underwater lights

ELECTRICITY:

•Generator: Northern lights 7kw

•10 x 24VDC batteries

•Converter 24V/230V
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•Battery charger

SAFETY EQUIPMENT:

•Compliance with Malta commercial flag

•Engine room: fixed firefighting system based on aerosol is installed

•Portable fire extinguishers of the foam type

COMMUNICATION:

•NavCom Raymarine package

•Moving Intelligence Mi01 GPS tracker

•Post-theft recovery system with worldwide GPS and GSM coverage
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